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A new razor blade can be installed into the 
multirazor the opposite way with light pressure 
until you hear it engage.

It is very important only to use “original Gilette 
razor blades”.

The following “original Gilette razor blades” can 
be used:

- “Gillette Mach3”
- “Gillette Mach3Turbo”
- “Gillette M3Power” 

While shaving, the sponge of the multirazor 
should always be plane on your skin. With 
light pressure the “original Gilette razor 
blade” shaves like you usually know it.

Move the multirazor with the long handle 
back and forth like a bathing brush. With 
every motion, hairs get shaved and wiped 
away. 

For a perfect shaving result, on difficult to 
observe body regions like back or shoulders, 
it is recommended to repeat this motion 
several times.

How to change the razor blade?

For a constant and satisfactory shaving result 
the “original Gilette razor blade” is replaceable. 

To remove the razor blade, grap it with two 
fingers on both sides and pull it upward. 
There is no need of unlocking it in a special 
way.

What is the multirazor?

The multirazor is a razor for all difficult to shave 
body regions.

Shave large body regions like back, bottom, 
legs etc. 

With the sponge embedded “original Gilette 
razor blade” a secure shafe is guaranteed.

With the long handle of the multirazor you can 
reach body regions which usually only can get 
shaved by another person or expensive 
treatments.

How does the multirazor work?

The multirazor works with an “original Gilette 
razor blade”. Use the multirazor mainly under 
the shower or in the bathtub, so the shaved 
hair can be easily removed by water.  

While shaving, the sponge of the multirazor 
should always be wet and covered with shower 
gel to assure optimized sliding on your skin.

What ist to pay attention to?

The multirazor is a special kind of shaving, so 
there are a few facts to observe:

The shower gel covered sponge has to sit plane 
on your skin and the shaving motion has to be 
done in the direction of the multirazor handle.
Sideward motion under pressure can cause little 
cuts in your skin.

Alike to a normal razor blade it is possible to 
injure your skin. So before shaving check the 
body region on roughness, birthmarks and 
pimples. These regions have to be shaved with 
great caution.

To guarantee a hygienic shave you should 
replace the multirazor with a new one ca. every 
six month. By way of comparison you buy a 
new toothbrush every three months.

Let the multirazor get dry and put it out to air 
after every shave. 

Use the multirazor only for large body regions 
like back, bottom and legs. Shaving your face 
with the multirazor does not make sense.

Keep the multirazor away from children!

What does my multirazor-set consist of?

- 1 x multirazor-plate with razor blade     
   bracket and sponge
- 1 x multirazor-handle with loop fastening
- 1 x “original Gillette Mach3 razor blade”
- 1 x multirazor-manual

- multirazor - 
(razor with long handle and sponge 

for a secure hair removal)
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